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Forward

My name is Tim Griffin, and I am the lead mentor for the East Troy Robotics Engineering Club (eTREC) team #6977. 
I created this document, ‘RobotC: A Brief Overview’ to help the members of eTREC learn RobotC. I am not a professional 
C-programer but I believe the code and explanations in this document are correct.  The latest version of this document can be 
found on the eTREC website (http://www.etrecrobotics.com). If errors are found please, email me at etrec.ftc@gmail.com, or 
leave a message on the eTREC website, and I will attempt to correct them. 

Disclaimers

Content. The information provided herein is for general informational and educational purposes only.

Warranty and Limitation of Liability. Although I have used reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date 
information herein, I make no warranties or representations of any kind as to its accuracy or completeness. You agree that 
access to and use of this document and the content thereof is at your own risk. I disclaim all warranties of any kind, express 
or implied. Neither I nor any party involved in creating, producing or delivering this document shall be liable for any 
damages whatsoever arising out of access to, use of or inability to use this document, or any errors or omissions in the 
content thereof.
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Writing a RobotC Program

Process of writing a program.
	
 Writing a good program involves many of the same processes used by an engineer to develop a mechanical device. 
First, a problem is presented to the programing team. This is followed by a brainstorming session to create the best possible 
solution to the problem.  Next a Flow chart, a graphical representation of the program, is drawn and redrawn until the 
program meets all requirements needed to solve the problem. At this time the team may also create a state diagram, a 
graphical representation of behavior of the program, to aid in program development.  The last step is to actually produce the 
program’s code. This includes writing, testing, and debugging the code.

Brainstorming
	
 Brainstorming is a process by which a group of individuals collaborate to develop the highest quality solution to a 
problem. The process begins by the group generating as many creative solutions to the problem as they can. During this 
process ideas are not evaluated, criticized or rejected. In fact, the more unusual an idea (i.e. thinking outside the box) the 
better. After all possible solutions have been expressed, the team will then revisit them one at a time, eliminating some and 
combining others until the team derives the best solution to solve the problem.
 
Flow Chart
	
 A flow chart is a graphical representation of a program.  

Example of flow chart

State Diagram
	
 A state diagram is a graphical representation of the behavior of a program and the actions that cause elements of the 
program to transition from one state to another. In the example below, the door has two states, either open or closed. To 
transition from state1 (Door Closed) to state2 (Door Open) the door must be opened. The opening of the door is called the 
transition condition. In a program, pushing a button to turn on a light would be the transition condition to make the light go 
from a state of ‘light off’ to a state of ‘light on’. 

Example of state diagram
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Coding
	
 Writing the code of the program.

Debugging
	
 The process of finding and fixing errors in a program.

Compiling
	
 The process of taking the programer’s human readable code and producing a code that the computer can understand.

Downloading
	
 The process of transferring the compiled code to the NXT brick. In the case of RobotC, this can be accomplished by 
using a USB cable or via BlueTooth.

Running a Program
	
 The process whereby the NXT actually executes the code, thus controlling the robot.

Example of the process of writing a program

1. The Problem.
	
 Create a function which will turn off the LED when a touch sensor is pressed.

2. BrainStorming 
	
 Write some code that will turn the LED off when the touch sensor is pressed.

3. The Flow Chart
	
 The flow chart at the right starts at some point, then asks the question ‘is button pressed’. If the answer is no, the 
question is repeated. If the answer is Yes, the program flow moves down to the process labeled ‘Turn LED off’ then ‘stop’, 
ending program execution. 

Example of flow chart
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4. The State Diagram
	
 The state diagram shows an LED with two states, ‘LED On’ and ‘LED Off’. In order to transition from the ‘LED 
On’ state to the ‘LED Off’ state, the touch sensor must be pressed (the transition condition), after which program execution 
ends, indicated by the circle with a dot. If the touch sensor is not pressed the program remains in the ‘LED On’ state. 

	
 	
 Example of State Diagram

4. The State Diagram
! The state diagram shows an LED with two states, ‘LED On’ and ‘LED Off’. In order to transition from the ‘LED 
On’ state to the ‘LED Off’ state, the touch sensor must be pressed (the transition condition), after which program execution 
ends, indicated by the circle with a dot. If the touch sensor is not pressed the program remains in the ‘LED On’ state. 

5. The Code
! Once the best solution to the problem has been developed, the code is written.

 
//---------------------[ USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS ]------------------------------------------------------------------------
//  Function Name:! turnLEDOff
//  Description:! function turns off LED when a touch switch is pressed

void turnLEDOff() ! // start of function
{
! bool buttonOne = false! // declare a variable buttonOne as type boolean and set it to false
! while ( buttonOne == false)! // loop until touch switch is pressed
! ! {
! ! ! //loop doing nothing until the touch switch is pressed
! ! }
! SensorValue[lightLED] = false;! // NXT statement which turns off an LED
! return;! ! // return to statement following the function call
} // end of function

//---------------------[ END OF USER DEFINED FUNCTION ]------------------------------------------------------------
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5. The Code
	
 Once the best solution to the problem has been developed, the code is written.

Example of function code

 
//---------------------[ FUNCTION tunrLEDOff ]------------------------------------------------------------------------
//  Description:	
 function turns off LED when a touch switch is pressed

void turnLEDOff() 	
 	
 // start of function
{
	
 bool buttonOne = false	
 // declare a variable buttonOne as type boolean and set it to false
	
 while ( buttonOne == false)	
 // loop until touch switch is pressed
	
 	
 {
	
 	
 	
 //loop doing nothing until the touch switch is pressed
	
 	
 }
	
 SensorValue[lightLED] = false;	
 // NXT statement which turns off an LED
	
 return;	
 	
 	
 // return to statement following the function call
} // end of function
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RobotC Syntax

RobotC
	
 RobotC is a programing language which allows a programmer to write a ‘C’ like program for the LEGO NXT 
programable brick to control a robot. RobotC is considered a high level language since it is written in human readable form.

A Program
	
 A program is a sequence of instructions (statements) that tell a computer how to accomplish a particular task. 
Programs can be a single statement,  or thousands of statements.

Syntax for a basic RobotC program

#pragma
# include
// comments and information about the program
// user defined function(s) 
task main()	
 // main body of program
{	

	
  // declare variable(s) and/or assign value(s)
	
 // body of program         
}	
 	
 // end task main

Example of minimal RobotC program

  task main()
 {
	
 int screenPause = 5000;	
 	
 	
 // declare screenPause to be of type integer set value to 5000
	
 nxtDisplayString (4, “Hello World!”);	
 // print ‘Hello World1” on the NXTs LCD screen
	
 wait1Msec (screenPause);	
 	
 	
 // show message for 5 seconds
 }

#Pragma
	
 A #pragma, or pre-processor directive, gives the compiler instructions for adding extra code to the program.  RobotC 
uses the #pragma directive to tell the program how to initialize (or set up) hardware connected to the NXT brick. Note, 
#pragma directive must come BEFORE ALL OTHER code in a RobotC Program.

Examples of #Pragma

 #pragma config(Sensor, 	
 in5,	
 lift_pot,	
 sensorNone) 	
 	
 	
 // setup for a sensor
 #pragma config(Motor,	
 port10,	
 lift_motor,	
 tmotorNormal,	
 openLoop) 	
 // setup for a motor
 
// Note, in RobotC #pragma(s) must be the first lines in the program
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#include
	
 The #include directive is used by the C pre-processor to add external libraries of code to the program.  Theses 
libraries consist of code that adds functionality to your program. RobotC uses the  ‘JoystickDrive.c’ directive which allows 
RobotC to collect data from the Logitec gamepad controller. When the pre-processor encounters a #include directive it 
literally copies the indicated external file (i.e. JoystickDirective.c) into the programs code.

Example of #Include

 #include “JoystickDrive.c”	
 	
 // adds code needed to collect and use data from the Logitec gamepad controller 

#define
	
 The #define directive consists of two parts, the ‘identifier’ and the ‘identifierReplacement’. The ‘identifier’ acts like 
a variable, or place holder. When the pre-processor runs it will replace every occurrence of the ‘identifier’ with the 
‘identifierReplacement’. The ‘identifierReplacement’ can be a number, text, an expression, a statement, a code block, a 
function, or literately anything. 

Syntax for #define

 #define  identifier    identifierReplacement     

Examples of #define

#define  servoMaxPosition	
 	
 222	
 // define a constant named servoMaxPosition and set value to 222
#define textMsg                   “Hello World”	
 // define a constant named textMsg and set value to “Hello World”

Example of what happens to the code after the pre-processor encounters a #define directive

// what the code looks like before the preprocessor runs
#define  valueX   100	
 // define valueX as the constant 100
int tableArray1[valueX];	
 // define an integer array of dimension valueX
motor[motorLift] = valueX;	
 // set motor speed to valueX
servo[servoGripper] = valueX;	
 // move servo to position valueX

// what the code look like after the preprocessor runs
int tableArray1[100];	
 // note that in every case the ‘identifier’ ‘valueX’ 
motor[motorLift] = 100;	
 // has been replaced with the ‘identifierReplacement’ of 100
servo[servoGripper] = 100;

Statements
	
 A statement causes the computer to carry out some definite action.  Statements are composed of one or more 
expressions followed by a semicolon.

Examples of statements

 a = 6;	
 // this statement assigns the value of 6 to the variable ‘a’
 c = a + b;	
 // this statement assigns the value of ‘a’ plus ‘b ‘to the variable ‘c’
 count = count + 1;	
 // assigns the value of ‘count’ plus 1 to ‘count’ i.e. increment the value of count by 1
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Code Block
	
 A code Block is a contiguous group of statements contained within a single set of braces ‘{ }’. This group of code is 
syntactically equivalent to a single statement. Functions are a good example of a code block.

Expressions
	
 An expression represents a single data item, usually a number. Expressions can be made up of any combination of 
variables, numbers and operators. Expressions containing Comparison Operators return a value of true if the expression is 
true or false if the expression is false. 

Examples of expressions

a + b	
 // expressions are not statements since they do not end with a semicolon
x = y
t = u + v
x <= y	
 // a logical expression and will return a value of true if the expression is true
	
 // i.e.. the expression 23 <= 50 would return a value of true

Constants
	
 Constants, also known as literals, are values that do not change during program execution. There are four types of 
constants used in RobotC. Numeric constants such as 5, 125, or 500. String constants which are double quoted and can be up 
to 20 characters long. Character constants which are single quoted, one character long, and return the ASCII value of the 
character. And the logical constants which are either true or false. Constants can also be called by a name, much like 
variables and given a value, but that value cannot be changed during program execution. Constants are created with either a 
#define directive, located after the #pragma directives, or by declaring them to be of the type ‘const’ where needed in the 
program.

Syntax for defining a constant

#define servoMaxPosition      222	
 	
 	
 // define servoMaxPosition as a constant set its value to 222
#define helloText                    “Hello World”	
	
 // define helloText as a constant set its value to “Hello World”

Examples of constants

 5, 125, 500, -1234, 32123, 0 	
  // numeric constants

“Hello World”, “I”, “Stop Robot”	
 // string constants

	
 // character constants and the value they return
‘a’	
 // returns the ASCII value of 98
‘A’	
 //returns the ASCII value of 65

true, false	
  // logical constants

Examples Using Constants

const int maxMotorSpeeed = 34;	
 	
 	
 // define variable ‘maxMotorSpeed’ of type constant set value to 34
const string textMsg1 = “OK”;	
 	
 	
 // define variable ‘textMsg1’ of type constant set value to “OK”
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Variables
	
 Variables act as place holders, storing data in a program. As the name implies, they can be modified during program 
execution. Variables can only be used in the function or task in which they were declared.

Scope of Variables
	
 A variable’s ‘scope’ refers to what parts (i.e. functions or tasks) of a program can affect it. A variable is said to be 
‘local’ to the function of task in which it was declared. Changes made to a ‘local’ variable are only visible inside the 
function or task that declared it. For a variable’s value to be used anywhere (i.e.; ‘globally’) in a program it must be 
declared outside of a function or task making it a ‘global’ variable. A good place to declare global variables is just prior to 
‘task main()’,  making them obvious and easy to find. Using global variables can make a program more difficult to 
understand because global and local variables can have the same name. For example, let’s see what happens when we have 
a ‘global’ variable name ‘testValue’ with a value of 123, and a function named ‘testMe’ with a ‘local’ variable named 
‘testValue’ with a value of 55 whose purpose is to add 3 to the value of ‘testValue’. When the function is called, it will add 3 
to the ‘local’ variable ‘testValue’, changing its value to 58. However, the ‘global’ variable ‘testValue’ will still have the value 
of 123! Functions and task do not change the value of a ‘global’ variable. The exception to this rule is if statement calling 
the function requests the function to return a value, and then uses that value to update the ‘global’ variable.

Variable Types
	
 All variables must have a type associated with them. The following are valid types for RobotC.

RobotC Variable Types

Variable TypesVariable TypesVariable TypesVariable TypesVariable Types

Type Syntax Description Formatting
character

Examples

integer int positive and negative whole 
numbers (and zero)

%d 3, 0, or -1
range (–32,768 to 32,767)

float float decimal values %f 3.14, 2, or -0.33
up to 6 decimal places

short short same as integer %d 3, 0, -1,-1234
range (-32768 to 32767)

long long a whole number %d 1023, 123456, -45678
-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647

character char a single character %c, %d, or %s v’, ‘H’, ‘2’
single characters only

string string an ordered collection of 
characters

%s “Georgia”, “house”, or “a”
up to 20 characters long

boolean bool a value that is either true or 
false

none true, false, 1, 0
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Declaring a Variable
	
 A variable must be declared before it can be used.

Syntax for declaring a variable

 [type] [variable-name] = [value];	
 // [type] is any valid data type
	
 	
 // [variable name] variable name the programer chooses
	
 	
 // [value] is optional, but it is good practice to assign a value at the time of declaration
	
 	
 // this avoids the problem of variables having bad data values when first used

 
Examples of declaring a variable

 	
 int count;	
  // declares the variable count to be an integer but does not assign a value to it
	
 int count = 5;	
 // declares variable count to be an integer and assigns it the value of 5
	
 string botName = “Bingo”	
 // declares the variable botName to be a string and assigns it the character string “Bingo” 

Assigning a Value to a Variable
	
 Variables are assigned values using the assignment operator, ‘=’.

Syntax for assigning a value to a variable

 [variable name] = [value];	
 // [variable name] name assigned to variable by programer
	
 // [value] value to be assigned to [variable name]

Example of assigning a value to a variable

 	
count = 1;	
 // the variable count receives the value of 1
	
 robotName = “e” + “TREC” 	
 // robotName will receive the character string “eTREC”

Comparison Operators
	
 Comparison operators test whether two expressions are equal. If so, a value of true is returned. Otherwise a value of 
false is returned. Note that false is equivalent to zero (0), and true is equivalent to any non-zero number (both positive and 
negative), but usually equates to 1.  

RobotC comparison operators

Comparison OperatorsComparison Operators

 Syntax Description

>= Greater Than or Equal To, equates to true if the left-hand side is greater than or equal to the 
right-hand side.

> Greater Than, equates to true if the left-hand side is greater than the right-hand side.

= = Equal To, equates to true if the left-hand side is equal to the right-hand side.

<= Less Than or Equal To, equates to true if the left-hand side is less than or equal to the right-
hand side.
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Comparison OperatorsComparison Operators

 Syntax Description

< Less Than, equates to true if the left-hand side is less than the right-hand side.

!= Not Equal To, equates to true if the left-hand side is not equal to the right-hand side.

Equal vs Assigns

NOTE: 	
‘= = ’ 	
 Means ‘is equal to’ and is used to test if the expression on the left side of the ‘==‘ is ‘equal to’ the 
	
 	
 expression on the right. If it is, a value of true is returned. If not, a value of false is returned.
	
 	
 exp. 1==1;       // tests to see if 1 ‘is equal to’ 1. Since this is true the comparison returns true
	
 	
 exp. 1==2;       // tests to see if 1 ‘is equal to’ 2. Since this is false the comparison returns false

	
  ’=’ 	
 Means ‘assigns’ and is used to assign the value of the expression on the right side of the ‘=’ to the
	
 	
 expression on the left side.
	
 	
 exp. loop = 25;     // assigns the value of 25 to loop which can also be thought of as,
	
 	
  	
      // the variable loop receives the value 25.

Logical Operators
	
 Logical operators are used to control program flow by comparing multiple operands in some ‘condition to test’ and 
returning a truth value of  true or false. A value of false is equivalent to zero (0), and true is equivalent to any non-zero 
number (positive or negative), but usually equates to 1.  Operands are the objects of a mathematical operation and can be 
actual numerical values, truth values, or variables.

RobotC Logical Operators

Logical OperatorsLogical Operators

 Syntax Description

!a NOT a, Inverts the truth value of the operand ‘a’. If operand ‘a’ has a value of true then ‘!a’ 
would return false.

&&
Logical AND, Returns a true if ALL operators are true. If the operand ‘a’ has a value of true 
and operand ‘b’ has a true then ‘a && b’ would return a value of true. If operand ‘a’ has a 
value of true and operand ‘b’ has a false then ‘a && b’ would return a value of false.

| |
Logical OR, Returns a value of true if ANY of the operands has value true. If operand ‘a’ is 
true and ‘b’ is false then ‘a || b’ would return a value of true. Note for a logical OR operator to 
return a value of false, ALL operands must be false.
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Program Control

Control Statements
	
 Control statements give a programer ‘tools’ to control how a program behaves.   They allowing the programer to ask 
questions and then direct the flow of the program according to the answers. For example, if a program needs to sound a 
buzzer when a button is pressed, the programer would ask the question, is the button pressed? If the answer is true, the 
program would be directed to execute some code to sound a buzzer. Otherwise, the program would be directed to execute 
some other code.

RobotC uses the following control statements

Break 	
 If-Else	
 For-Loop 	
 Switch
If-Then	
 While-Loop	
 Do-While Loop 	
 	
 	


Break statement
	
 The break statement will cause any control statement to immediately terminate. Program execution jumps to the first 
statement following the closing brace ‘}’ of the control statement.

If-Then statement
	
 The If-Then statement is used to make true or false decisions. If the ‘condition to test’ is true, the statement(s) 
between the braces will execute. If the ‘condition to test’ is false, the statements between the braces are ignored and program 
execution jumps to the next statement following the closing brace ‘}’.

Syntax for an IF statement

 if ( condition to test )
 {
	
 // statements to execute if ‘condition to test’ is true
 }

Example of an If statement.

 // this code segment, if the value of count is 3, will add 1 to the current value of count

	
 int count;	
 // declare variable count
	
 count = 3;	
 // assign the value of 3 to count
	

	
 if ( count == 3 )	
 // test to see if count ‘is equal to’ 3
	
 {	

	
 count = count + 1; 	
 // since count ‘is equal to’ 3, increment the value of count by 1
	
 }	
 // at end of this If-Then statement count will have the value of 4
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If-Else statement
	
 The If statement has an optional else component. If the ‘condition to test’ is true, the first set of statements will 
execute. If the ‘condition to test’ is false, the statements following the else will execute.

Syntax for If-Else statement

 if ( condition to test )
{
	
 // execute these statements if test condition is true
}
else
{
	
 // execute these statements if test condition is false
}

Example of an If - Else statement.

 // in this code segment, if the value of count is 3, count is incremented by 1, else count is decremented by1

 	
 int count;	
 	
 // declare variable count to be an integer
	
 count = 2;	
 	
 // assign the value of 2 to count
	

	
 if ( count == 3 )	
 	
 // test to see if count ‘is equal to’ 3
	
 	
 {	
// 
	
 	
 	
 count = count + 1;	
 	
 // because count was ‘not equal to’ 3, the program jumps to the else statement(s)
	
 	
 }
	
 else	

	
 	
 {
	
 	
 	
 count = count - 1;	
 	
 // since count is ‘not equal to’ 3, count is decremented by 1
	
 	
 }	
	
 	
 	
 // at end of this If-else, count will have the value of 1
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While-Loop statement
	
 A while-loop will loop as long as the ’condition to test’ is true.

Syntax for a while-loop statement

while ( condition to test )
{
	
 // continue execute all statements between the brackets while the test condition if true
}

	

Example of while-loop 

 // this while statement loops until the value of count equals 4
	

	
 int count = 1;	
  // declare variable count as an integer and assign it the value 1

	
 while ( count < 4 ) 	
 // continue looping while count is less than 4
	
 {
	
 count = count + 1;	
 // increment the value of count by 1
	
 }	
 // at the end of the loop the value of count will be 4
	

	
 Note: The loop statement count = count + 1; executes only 3 times
	
 The first time thru the loop count has the value of 1 and is updated to 2
	
 The second time thru the loop count has the value of 2 and is updated to 3
	
 The third time thru the loop count has the value of 3 and is updated to 4
	
 The forth time the loop starts but the test condition (count <4) is false causing the while-loop to terminate.
	
 Program execution jumps to the first statement following the closing brace of the while-loop.

Do-While loop
A Do-While loop differs from a while-loop by executing the statements between the braces ‘{}’ first, then tests to see if the 
loop should execute again. This insures that the do-while statements are executed at least once.

Syntax for a Do-While loop

do
{
	
 // code block to execute  (note, this code will always execute at least once)  as long as the ‘condition to test’
	
 // at the end of the do-loop evaluates to true the code block continue to execute
}
while ( condition to test )

Example of Do-While
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 // This Do-While loop will loop until the value of test = 10

int test = 0;	
 	
 // declare variable test as type integer and set its value to 0
Do
{
	
 test = test +1	
 // increment test by one
}
While (test <=11) 	
 // continue looping while test is <= 11

For-Loop statement
	
 Unlike the while-loop, a for-loop, is designed to loop for a specific number of times. To 
accomplish this, the ‘condition test’ uses three control structures (or expressions), ‘counter start value’, 
‘counter test’, and the optional ‘counter increment’. Note, the ‘counter increment’ control is optional. If 
it is omitted, the increment value defaults to 1. As the name implies, the ‘counter start value’ holds the 
start value of the loop counter. The ‘counter condition to test’ is the condition tested to see if the loop 
should keep executing, and the ‘counter increment’ holds the value to increment the loop counter by for 
each execution (iteration) of the loop. Execution of the for-loop proceeds as follows:
The first time the for-loop is encountered, the ‘counter start value’ is set. Then the ‘counter condition to 
test’ is evaluated. If it returns a value of true, the body of the for-loop is executed; otherwise, the for-
loop terminates.  Next, the loop counter is incremented by the value of ‘counter increment’. Execution 
returns to the ‘condition to test’ instruction and the process repeats until the ‘counter condition to test’ no 
longer evaluates to true.

Syntax for a For-loop

For ( counter start value]; [counter condition to test]; [counter increment] )
	
 // [initialization] value loop counter is set to
	
 // [condition to test] test condition for loop
	
 // [increment] value loop counter is incremented for each loop
 {
     // block of instructions to execute while [counter condition to test] is TRUE
 }
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Example of a For-loop

 // This For-loop will loop 3 times, resulting in the value of test being 3 at the end of the for-loop

 int test = 0;	
 	
 	
 	
 // declare variable test as type integer and set it’s value to 0

 For ( count = 0; count <= 4; 2 )	
 // start the loop with count equal to 0, continue looping while count
	
 	
 	
 	
 // is <=4; increment the value of count by 2 at the end of each loop
 {
     test = test + 1;  	
 	
  // each time the for-loop executes incremented test by 1  true
 }

 Note: 	
 	
 This For-loop will execute the ‘test= test + 1’ statement 3 times.
	
 At the start of the first loop test and count both have the value of 0. Since count is <=4 the ‘condition to test’ 

evaluates to true and the test = test + 1; statement is executed incrementing test to 1. Next the ‘increment’ 
instruction is executed and the count is incremented by 2 giving it a value of 2. 

	
 	
 The second time thru the loop the ‘condition to test’ is executed and since count is still <=4 it evaluates to 
true and the ‘test = test + 1;’ statement is executed and test is incremented to 2. Next the [increment] instruction 
is executed and count is again incremented by 2 giving it a value of 4. 

	
 	
 The third time thru the loop the ‘condition to test’ is executed and since count is still <= 4 it evaluates to true 
and the ‘test = test + 1;’ statement is executed and test is incremented to 3. Next the [increment] instruction is 
executed and count is again incremented by 2 giving it a value of 6. 

	
 	
 The forth time thru the loop the ‘condition to test’ is executed once more, this time it evaluates to false, 
terminating the for-loop. Program execution jumps to the first statement after the For-loop.
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Switch Statement
	
 The Switch statement allows a program to execute different code blocks by comparing the value of ‘condition to 
test’ with each case statement’s ‘caseSelectionValue’. If a match is found, the code block in the matching case statement is 
executed. If not,  the Switch statement looks for a ‘default’ case statement to execute. If there is no ‘default’ case statement, 
execution of the Switch statement terminates. 

	
 It is important to note that ‘condition to test’ must evaluate to an integer and ‘caseSelectionValue’ must be a 
constant. (see Constants earlier in this paper) The constant can be an integer or an integer variable defined as a constant. One 
should also note that the values of the case statements do not have to progress in a linear fashion. (i.e. the first case can have a 
‘caseSelectionValue’ of 5 and the second case could have a ‘caseSelectionValue’ of 2)

	
 The break command typically follows the code block of each ‘case’, terminating the Switch statement. Program 
execution jumps to the first statement following the switch statement.  If the break is omitted, program execution will 
continue with each consecutive ‘case’ until a break statement or the end of the switch statement is encountered. 

	
 An optional ‘default’ case may be added after the last ‘case’ statement and will only execute if  the ‘condition to 
test’ does not match any of the ‘case selection value’ values.

Syntax for Switch statement

 switch (condition to test) 	
 	
 // note, ‘condition to test’ must evaluate to an integer value
 {
	
 case caseSelectionValue:	
 // execute this case if ‘condition to test’ equal to ‘caseSelectionValue’
	
 code block	
 // code block to execute
	
 break;	
 // terminate switch statement

	
 case caseSelectionValue:	
 // execute this case if ‘condition to test’ equal to ‘caseSelectionValue’
	
 code block	
 // code block to execute
	
 break;	
 // terminate switch statement 

	
 default;	
 // (optional, after last ‘case’)  executes if ‘condition to test’ is not equal
	
 code block	
 // to any of the ‘caseSelectionValue’ values
 }
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Example of Switch statement

#define servoPosition2         3	
 // NOTE: #define directives are located after the #pragma directives 
const int servoPosition1 = 8  switch(buttonVal)   	
 // declare servoPosition1 as a constant and set its value to 8

switch(buttonVal)  	
 // compare ‘buttonVal’ value to each case ‘value’, if a match is found 
	
 	
 // execute the code block following that case
 { 
	
 case 1:                	
  // if buttonVal equals 1 then execute this case
	
 	
 nxtDisplayString(4, “Hello World!”);	
 // print to NXTs LCD screen
	
 	
 wait1Msec (5000);	
 // show message for 5 seconds
	
 	
 break;                  	
 // break out of this switch statement 

   	
 case 2:                	
  // if buttonVal equals 2 then execute this case
   	
 	
 nxtDisplayString(4, “Good By!”);	
 // print message to NXTs LCD screen
	
 	
 wait1Msec (5000);	
 // show message for 5 seconds
	
 	
 break;                  	
 // break out of this switch statement 

	
 case servoPosition1:	
 // if ‘buttonVal’ equals ‘servoPosition1  (i.e. 8) execute this case
	
 	
 servo[servoLift] = 120;	
 // move servoLift servo to position 120
	
 	
 break;                  	
 // break out of this switch statement

	
 case servoPosition2:	
 // if ‘buttonVal’ equals ‘servoPosition2’  (i.e. 3) execute this case
	
 	
 servo[servoLift] = 33;	
 // move servoLift servo to position 33
	
 	
 break;                  	
 // break out of this switch statement

	
 case (servoPosition2 +3):	
 // if ‘buttonVal’ equals ‘servoPosition2’ + 3 (i.e. 5) execute this case
	
 	
 servo[servoLift] = 222;	
 // move servoLift servo to position 222
	
 	
 break;                  	
 // break out of this switch statement

 	
 default:	
 // no ‘caseSelectionValues’ match ‘ButtonVal’ execute ‘default’ case
     	
 nxtDisplayString(4, “buttonVal is bad!”);	
 // print message to NXTs LCD screen
	
 wait1Msec (5000);	
 // show message for 5 seconds
}
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Functions
	
 Functions are groups of statements that perform a specific task. Once created, they can be called from anywhere in 
the program as many times as needed. Using functions makes for a very clean and efficient program. Functions can also 
return values if requested by the the calling statement.

Syntax for a function

// function comment
[return type] [name] ( [argument list ] )	
 // [return type] variable type of data returned
	
 	
 // [name] name of function
	
 	
 // [argument list] list of arguments passed to function
{	

	
  //body of function, statements to carry out functions task         
}

	


Example program calling the function “robotForward”

// this programs adds  one to count, moves robot by calling user function “robotForward”
// then makes a “beeb-beeb” sound by calling the RobotC function “PlaySound()”
 
// user function to move bot forward for 3 seconds at 50% power
robotForward()
{
	
 motor[motorA] = 50;	
 // set motor A to 50% power
	
 motor[motorB] = 50;	
 // set motor B to 50% power
	
 wait1Sec (3000);	
 // run motor for 3 seconds
}

task main()
{	

	
 int count;                                    	
 // declare variable count
	
 count = 0;	
 // assign the value of 0 to count
	
 count = count + 1; 	
 // increment the value of count by 1
	
 robotForward();	
 // call user function to move bot
	
 PlaySound(soundBeepBeep);	
 // call RobotC function to play “beep-beep”
}
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Coding Style

Coding Style Overview
	
 It’s not enough that your program preforms the task(s) as intended, it must also be readable, well organized,  and 
efficient. A program should be written so that anyone can understand what task(s) is being performed and how that task(s) is 
accomplished.  The code needs to incorporate the liberal use of comments, white space, functions, and descriptive names.  
Coding is this manner allows the programmer, or any third party, to easily review, understand and modify a program.

Comments
	
 Adding comments to a program can enhance the understanding of a single statement, describe the purpose of a 
function, clarify a variable name, or add  important information to a program like its file name, author(s),date of creation, 
revision history, etc.  A single line comment starts  with a double forward slash ‘//’, anything after the ‘//’ is considered a 
comment and is ignored by the program. Comments that span multiple lines start with ‘/*’ and end with ‘*/‘  

Syntax for comment

// this is a single line comment

/* this is a comment that spans multiple lines. All text on these lines is ignored by the program. 
This is a good way to stop a block of code from being executed when you are debugging a program
*/

Example of comments

// program created 09aug2013 by eTREC

int servo1Pos =1;	
	
 //  set servo1 to position 1
count = count +1	
 	
 // increment count by 1

/* execution of this code has been commented out while debugging program
botNum = 12;
botNum = botNum + count	
 // increment botNum by count
*/

Whitespace
	
 Whitespace refers to the additional lines and/or spaces added to the code to make a program more readable. To 
illustrate this point’ take for example the function ‘robotForward’, and remove the comments and white space. Notice how 
the resulting code, which still performs the same task, becomes cluttered and is difficult to read and understand.

Example of program code without whitespace

robotForward(){motor[motorA] = 50;motor[motorB] = 50;wait1sec(3000);}task main(){int count;count = 0;
count = count + 1;robotForward();PlaySound(soundBeepBeep);}
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Functions
	
 The liberal use of function calls from within ‘task main’ will greatly reduce its size, decrease its execution time, 
increase program efficiency, and make the program more easily understood. Function calls using the Switch statement can 
eliminate many lines of convoluted if-then-else statements, especially when it comes to dealing with the multitude of buttons 
and joysticks on the gamepad controllers.

Example of function using switch statement

// example of function using switch statement, note how compact this function is compared to using
// multiple if-then-else statements to preform actions depending on what button was pressed

void doSomeThingOnButtonPress(buttonNum)
{
	
 switch(buttonNum)
	
 {
	
 	
 case 1:	
 servo[servoGripper] = 180; break;	
 // button 1 pressed do this
	
 	
 case 2:	
 servo[servo2] = 90; break;	
 // button 2 pressed do this
	
 	
 case 5:	
 motor[motorBase] = 50; break;	
 // button 5 pressed do this
	
 	
 case 7:	
 motor[motorBase]= 0; break;	
 // button 7 pressed do this
	
 	
 case 12: 	
 motor[motorSlider] = 0; break;	
 // button 12 pressed do this
	
 }
} // end function

Naming Variables and Functions
	
 Variable and function names should be descriptive of the data they hold or the function they perform. For example, a 
variable used to hold the speed value of the lift motor should have a descriptive name like ‘liftMotorSpeedValue’, not 
‘lftmsv’, or ‘mtrval’. A function whose purpose is to stop all motor functions should be call allMotorStop, not mstop, or ams.

Example of naming variables and functions

int servoGripPos;	
 // integer variable holds the value for the current position of the gripper servo
int maxSpeedLeftMotor	
 // integer variable holds the maximum allowable speed value for the left motor 

int servo1Pos =1;	
 //  set servo1 to position 1
count = count +1	
 // increment count by 1

/* execution of this code has been commented while debugging program
botNum = 12;
botNum = botNum + count	
 // increment botNum by count
*/
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Naming Conventions
	
 Naming conventions describe how a variable’s name looks. Commonly, RobotC uses three types of naming 
conventions; camel-case, headless camel-case, and C-style. There are many other naming conventions, the important thing is 
to pick one style and use it for all your programs.
	

Examples of naming conventions

Convention Used for Description Examples
Camel-case Global Variables The first and all consecutive words in variable 

are capitalized
Button2Value, MaxServoSpeed, 
MotorACurrentValue, LightTimeOn

Headless 
Camel-case

Local Variables 
and Functions

The first word is lower case and all consecutive 
words in are capitalized

servoSpeedValue, mortorSpeedValue,
void distanceToWall()
void calcMaxMotorSpeed()

C-style Constants All letters capitalized, words are separated by 
underscores

MIN_MOTOR_SPEED, 
MAX_SERVO_TRAVEL

Boolean Boolean 
Variables

When using a variable in a boolean expression 
it is wise to add a helper verb such as ‘is’ or 
‘has’ to make the expression more 
understandable. The naming convention 
depends on how the variable is used

isMaxSpeedReached, isPowerOn, 
IS_POSITION_REACHED, 
hasServoSpeedMaxed, 
hasServoStopped

Task Main
	
 In RobotC ‘task main()’ is considered to be the ‘body’ of the program and is where execution of the program begins. 
Even though it is considered to be the body of the program, ‘task main()’ should contain as few statements as possible. Most 
of these statements should be calls to functions which will do the heavy lifting in the program. Keeping ‘task main()’ small 
allows for quick execution of the program, makes debugging and modifications easy, and greatly increases the readability of 
the program.

Example of ‘task main()’

task main()
{
	
 while (true) 	
 // loop forever
	
 {
	
 	
 getJoystickSettings(joystick);	
 // get joystick values
	
 	
 buttonNum = (joystick.joy1_Buttons);	
 // set value of button(s) pressed
	
 	
 topHatNum = (joystick.joy1_TopHat);	
 // set value of TopHat button pressed
	
 	
 runActionsButtons2(joystick.joy2_Buttons);	
 // call function, run action depending on button(s) pressed
	
 	
 runActionsTopHat(topHatNum);	
 // call function, run action depending on TopHat button pressed
	
 	
 runDriveMotors (joystick.joy2_y1);	
 // call function, run motors controlled by joystick2 y1
	
 	
 runDriveMotors (joystick.joy2_y2);	
 // call function, run motors controlled by joystick2 y2
	
 	
 wait1Msec (10);	
 // slow looping time
	
 }
}	
 	
 	
 	
 //end task main
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RobotC File Layout
	
 Program files written in RobotC use a unique structure requiring the ‘#pragma’ statements to be listed first in the file. 
Not even comments are allowed before the ‘#pragma’. 

Syntax for RobotC files

#Pragma;	
 // used for motor, servo, and sensor setup
#include; 	
 // used to include drivers for joysticks and other 3rd party devices
#define (optional);	
 // used to define constants and macros
Header Comments (optional); 	
 // used to comments
Typedefs and Structures (optional);	
 // used for custom data types
Function prototypes (optional);	
 // used for declaring a function without a function body but specifies a return type
User Functions and Tasks;	
 // used for creating user functions and tasks
Global variables;	
 // used for declaring variables which can be used/changed anywhere in the program
task main;	
 // required task in RobotC placed at end of file

Example of a RobotC Program file

#pragma config(Hubs,  S1, HTMotor,  HTServo,  none,     none)
#pragma config(Servo,  srvo_S1_C2_1,servoGripper,tServoStandard)
#include "JoystickDriver.c"	
 // Joystick command file Needed to use Joysticks
#define servoMaxPo    222	
 // define servoMaxPosition as a constant set its value to 222

//-----------------[ TITLE BLOCK ]-------------------------------------------------------------------
//  TEAM, Robot Name, PLATFORM TYPE, FILE NAME, FILE CREATED, etc.
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

//------------------[ FUNCTION movServoGripper]-----------------------------------------------
// changes the position of gripper servo depending on what buttons are pressed

void movServoGripper(int btnVal)
{
switch(btnVal)
	
 {
	
 	
 case 1:	
 servo[servoGripper]=0; break;	
  // move gripper to 0’
	
 	
 case 2:	
 servo[servoGripper]=255; break;	
 // move gripper  to 180’
	
 }
}

//------------------[ GLOBAL VARIABLES ]---------------------------------------------------------
int ButtonNum = -1;	
 	
 // declare ButtonNum as type integer set to -1
	
 	
 	
 	
 // holds the value of the gamepad button pressed

//------------------[ TASK MAIN ]---------------------------------------------------------------------

task main()
{
	
 while (true)
	
 {
	
 	
 getJoystickSettings(joystick);	
 // get joystick values
	
 	
 ButtonNum = (joystick.joy1_Buttons);	
 // set buttonNum
	
 	
 movServoGripper(buttonNum);             	
 // call function, move gripper
	
 }
}                                                                       	
  //end task main
//------------------[ END OF PROGRAM ]-----------------------------------------------------------
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Program Template File
	
 The use of a ‘program template’ file or ‘boilerplate’ file will insure that all programs written by the programing team 
will have the same look and feel. It also insures that all required information is included in every program file. If parts of the 
template file are not needed in the current program, they can easily be commented out or erased.
	

Example of RobotC Program Template File
#pragma config(Hubs,! S1,! HTMotor,! HTServo,! none,! none)
#pragma config(Motor,! motorA,!user-name,! tmotorNXT.! openLoop)
#pragma config(Motor,! motorB,!user-name,! tmotorNXT,! openLoop)
#pragma config(Motor,! mtr_S1_C1_1,! user-name,! tmotorTetrix,! openLoop)
#pragma config(Motor,! mtr_S1_C1_2,! user-name,! tmotorTetrix,! openLoop)
#pragma config(Servo,! srvo_S1_C2_1,! user-name,! tServoNone)
#pragma config(Servo,! srvo_S1_C2_2,! user-name,! tServoNone)

#include "JoystickDriver.c"! ! // Joystick command library

//--------[ NOTE: #PRAGMA MUST COME BEFORE ANY COMMENTS OR STATEMENTS! ]-------
                                                          
//---------------------[ PROGRAM CREDITS ]-------------------------------------
//  TEAM! : "eTREC" Team# 6977
//  Robot Name! : 
//  PLATFORM TYPE! : NXT/Tetrix
//  FILE NAME! : 
//  FILE CREATED ON! : 
//  AUTHOR(s)! : 
//  DESCRIPTION! : 
//  REVISION HISTORY! : See revision history at end file 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

//---------------------[ INITIALIZE GLOBAL VARIABLES ]-------------------------

//---------------------[ Robot Initialization ]--------------------------------
//  Routine(s) to initialize servos, motor(s), and sensor(s)
 
//---------------------[ FUNCTION ‘nameOfFunction’]----------------------------
//  DESCRIPTION! : 

//---------------------[ TASK ‘nameOfTask’ ]----------------------------------
//  DESCRIPTION! : 

//---------------------[ TASK MAIN ]-------------------------------------------

task main()
{
! // task main code block, this the main body of program
! // program execution starts here!
}

//---------------------[ END OF PROGRAM ]--------------------------------------

//---------------------[ NOTES ]-----------------------------------------------

//---------------------[ REVISION HISTORY ]------------------------------------
//  REVISION DATE! : 
//  AUTHOR(s)! ! : 
//  DESCRIPTION! : 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
//---------------------[ END OF FILE ]-----------------------------------------
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Example of notes added to a RobotC program.

//------------------[ PROGRAM NOTES ]------------------------------------------

//------------------[ SERVO INFO ]---------------------------------------------
// 
//  Servo position and            (127)              e.g. servo[servo1]=160;
//  RobotC value                   90‘                    a servo value of 160 
//  shown in () for                 ^                     moves servo to 130’
//  that position       (0) 0’ <--  O --> 180’ (255)
//
 
//------------------[ LOGITEC GAMEPAD BUTTON LAYOUT ]--------------------------
//
//         [ 7 ]   |front of |     [ 8 ]
//         [ 5 ]   |gamepad  |     [ 6 ]
//       ----------------------------------        TopHat Button Values
//      |           (9)   (10)     (4)     |       ====================
//      |  Top                   (1) (3)   |                 0
//      |  Hat                     (2)     |              7     1
//      |             ________             |             6       2
//       \   (JOY)   /        \   (JOY)   /               5     3
//        \  y1,x1  /          \  y2,x2  /                   4
//         \_______/            \_______/
//
// RobotC recognizes three sets of inputs from the Logitech gamepad and gathers 
// information from them with the ‘getJoystickSettings(joystick)’ command.
// 
//  The three sets of inputs are:
//
//  1. Joysticks one and two and their x and y values of -128 to +127
//     e.g. motor[motorC] = joystick.joy1; //speed motorC set to joystick value
//
//  2. Top Hat multi-switch, values range from 0 to 7 (-1 if no button pressed)
//     e.g.if(joystick.joy1_TopHat == 6){endBot()}; //call endBot if 6 pressed
//
//  3a.Gamepad buttons 1 thru 10, check to see if a specific button pressed. 
//     e.g. if(joy1Btn(5) == 1){stopBot()}; //call StopBot if button 5 pressed
//
//  3b.Gamepad buttons 1 thru 10,check to see if multiple buttons are pressed. 
//   
//  NOTE: To use any of the joystick commands the include statement
//  '#include "JoystickDriver.c"' must be added to program.
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Arrays
Arrays
	
 An array is a convenient way to store a lot of similar data, like readings from a sensor, in one place. Arrays can be 
one-or multi-dimensional. A one-dimensional array can be thought of as a variable that contains a single row of connected 
boxes, like a daily pill box. Each box, known as an array element, can hold a separate piece of data and the boxes are 
numbered from zero (0) to X, where X is the size of your array minus one (because the boxes are numbered starting with 
zero). If a programer needed to keep track of 100 different readings from a sensor, they could either store them in 100 
different variables, which would be almost impossible to keep track of or store them in a single array with 100 boxes. Arrays 
make storing and retrieving data easy. For example, if we had an array called ‘boxData’ and wanted to retrieve the data stored 
in the 6th element of the array and then store that value into a variable named ‘stuff’, we would use the command ‘stuff = 
boxData[5];’. (Note, since the boxes are numbered starting with zero the 6th box would be number 5). 

Syntax for Arrays

int arrayName[size of array];	
 	
 	
 	
 // creates a one-dimensional array of type integer
int arrayName[number of rows][ number of columns];	
 // create a two-dimensional array of type integer 

Example of  Arrays

int boxData[100];	
 // a one-dimensional array named ‘boxData’ of type integer that holds 100 values

int dblBoxData[2][6];	
 // a two-dimensional array named ‘dblBoxData’ of type integer that holds 12 values (2 * 6 = 12)
	
 	
 // a two-dimensional, 2 by 6 array, can be thought of as an egg carton with 2 rows of 6 eggs
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Using the Joysticks

RobotC Joystick Function
	
 When called, the function ‘getJoystickSettings(joystick)’  polls each connected Logitec gamepad controller and then 
stores the status of the joysticks, TopHat, and the 12 momentary push buttons into 12 predefined RobotC global variables. 
The include statement , ‘#include “JoystickDriver.c”’, is required to use this function. 

The 12 predefined RobotC Gamepad Variables

	
Type	
 Variable Name	
 Button Description	
 Value Range
	
===================================================================================
	
short   	
 joy1_x1;	
 gamepad controller #1, left joystick, x axis	
 -128 to +127
"short   	
 joy1_y1;	
 gamepad controller #1, left joystick, y axis	
 -128 to +127
	
short   	
 joy1_x2;	
 gamepad controller #1, right joystick, x axis	
 -128 to +127
	
short   	
 joy1_y2;	
 gamepad controller #1, right joystick, y axis	
 -128 to +127
	
short   	
 joy1_Buttons;	
 gamepad controller #1, 12 momentary push buttons	
   Bit-mask of the 12 push buttons
	
short   	
 joy1_TopHat;	
 gamepad controller #1, D-pad ‘TopHat’	
 -1 = not pressed, otherwise 0 to 7 
	
short   	
 joy2_x1;	
 gamepad controller #2, left joystick, x axis	
 -128 to +127
	
short   	
 joy2_y1;	
 gamepad controller #2, left joystick, y axis	
 -128 to +127
	
short   	
 joy2_x2;	
 gamepad controller #2, right joystick, x axis	
 -128 to +127
	
short   	
 joy2_y2;	
 gamepad controller #2, right joystick, y axis	
 -128 to +127
	
short   	
 joy2_Buttons;	
 gamepad controller #2, 12 momentary push buttons	
   Bit-mask of the 12 push buttons
	
short   	
 joy2_TopHat;	
 gamepad controller #2, D-pad ‘TopHat’	
 -1 = not pressed, otherwise 0 to 7

Joystick Data Transfer
	
 Data moves from the gamepad(s), to the computer, to the NXT brick, and then via a Bluetooth or USB connection to 
the robot. This flow of data is controlled by debug windows built into the RobotC Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE) running on the computer. The ‘Joystick-Control-Basic’ debug window is used to control a single gamepad while the 
‘Joystick-Control-Game’ is used to control two gamepads. (Note: during FIRST competitions communication with the robot 
is done thru the Field Control System over WiFi). Since the IDE only updates the joystick data roughly ever 50-100ms it is 
important to call the ‘getJoystickSettings(joystick)’ function often to insure the most current gamepad data is being used.

Gamepad Joysticks
	
 The Logitec gamepad has two joysticks. The leftmost joystick is designated as joystick 1 and the rightmost as 
joystick 2. Both joysticks can move thru a 360’ circle and their positions are reported as x and y coordinates.  The x 
coordinate (left and right movement) ranges in value from -128 (far left) to +127 (far right) and the y coordinate (up and 
down movement) ranges in value from -128 (max down) to +127 (max up). Both joy sticks return to the center or home 
position when released. In theory, this position should report a value of zero for both x and y however, due to mechanical and 
electrical properties of the joysticks the reported values can range form -5 to +5 and should be accounted for in the program. 
Often, programers will consider this -5 and +5 range to be a ‘dead zone’ and will convert any value in this range to zero for 
use in the program (see example below). There are eight predefined RobotC variables associated with the joysticks.

RobotC Variables used for joysticks

joy1_x1,  joy1_y1,  joy1_x2,  joy1_y2,  joy2_x1,  joy2_y,  joy2_x2,  joy2_y2



Examples using gamepad variables

motor[motorForkLift] = joystick.joy1_x1	
 // set motor speed to value of gamepad controller #1, left joystick, x axis

motor[motor Elevator] = joystick.joy1_y2	
 // set motor speed to value of gamepad controller #1, right joystick, y axis

servo[servoHookArms] = joystick.joy2_x1	
 // servo position to value of gamepad controller #2, left joystick, x axis

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 // example of how to compensate for joystick home position errors
testValue = joystick.joy2_y2	
 	
 // set ‘testValue’ to the value of gamepad controller #2, right joystick, y axis
if (testValue >= -5 && testValue <= 5) 	
 // test for a ‘dead zone’ of +/- 5 around joystick home position 
{	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 // if the test is true then set motor speed to zero
	
 motor[motorFortLift] = 0	
 	
 // set the motor speed to zero
}

Joysticks and Motors
	
 Directly controlling motor speed with the joysticks is ineffective because the values for motor speed range from 
-100 to +100 while the values of the joystick ranges from -128 to +127. This means that the upper and lower joystick values 
will have no affect on motor speed. To control the motor speed over the full range of joystick values we need to scale the 
joystick values to match the range of values for motor speed. Here are two way of accomplishing that task. 

Basic Proportional Scaling Algorithm 

motorSpeed = (joystickValue / maximumJoystickValue) * maximumMotorSpeed

Logarithmic Scaling Algorithm, allows for finer control at lower speeds

motorSpeed = ((joystickValue) ^2) / (maximumJoystickValue0 ^2)) * maximumMotorSpeed

Gamepad D-pad “TopHat”
	
 The Logitec gamepad has a single direction pad (D-pad) referred to as the TopHat in RobotC. The TopHat will 
return a value of 0 thru 7 depending on where it is pressed or a -1 (negative one) if it is not pressed.  There are two predefined 
RobotC variables associated with the D-pad.

TopHat Variables

joy1_TopHat,  joy2_TopHat

Example using D-pad (TopHat) variables

test1 = (joystick.joy1_TopHat) 	
 // set test1 to the value of the D-pad (TopHat) on gamepad controller #1
count2 = (joystick.joy2_TopHat)	
 // set count2 to the value of the D-pad (TopHat)on gamepad controller #2
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Detecting if a SINGLE Button is pressed
	
 The Logitec gamepad has twelve other buttons that can be accessed by the programer. To detect if a single button 
has been pressed use  ‘joy1Btn()’ or  ‘joy2Btn()’.

Syntax joy1Btn() and joy2Btn()

joy1Btn(button)	
 	
 // updates joy1Buttons to the value of ‘button’ pressed on gamepad controller #1
joy2Btn(button)	
 	
 // updates joy2Buttons to the value of ‘button’ pressed on gamepad controller #2

Example if detecting if a single button was pressed

if (joy1Btn(2) == 1)	
 	
 // if button #2 on controller #1 is pressed ‘joy1Btn(2) will equate to a 1 (true)
{
	
 motor[motorBase] = 0;	
 // if true stop motor
}

Detecting if MULTIPLE Buttons are pressed
	
 When the function ‘getJoystickSettings(joystick)’ is called RobotC, updates twelve variables including two bit-
masked variables called ‘joy1Buttons’ and ‘joy2buttons’ which reflect the status of the 12 momentary push buttons on 
gamepad controller #1 and controller #2, respectively. The bit-mask is created by placing a ‘1’ is in all bit positions of the 
variable that correspond to a pressed button (i.e. if buttons 2 and 3 were pressed, a ‘1’ would be placed in the second and third 
binary positions (00000110) of the bit-masked variable). Note, binary numbers read from right to left. When the variable is 
used in the program, the decimal equivalent of that binary number is returned. In the case above, with buttons 2 and 3 
pressed, a decimal value of 6 would be returned. To detect if multiple buttons are pressed at the same time, use the variables 
‘joy1Buttons’ and ‘joy2Buttons’.

RobotC Button Variables

joy1Buttons	
 	
 // contains the bit-mask of the 12 buttons on the gamepad controller #1
joy2Buttons	
 	
 // contains the bit-mask of the 12 buttons on the gamepad controller #2

Example using Buttons Variables

	
 getJoystickSettings(joystick);	
 // update gamepad data values
	
 joyBtnNum = (joystick.joy1_Buttons);	
 // get data on buttons pressed on gamepad 1
	
 runCaseButtons(joyBtnNum);	
 // call function and pass value of joyBtnNum

Example of bit-mask created for the 12 push buttons

Note: only 8 binary positions are shown in examples below

     |  8| 7| 6| 5|4|3|2|1| binary position, read from right to left
    

     |128|64|32|16|8|4|2|1| decimal value of binary position(if a ‘1’) 
  

e.g. |  0| 0| 0| 0|0|0|1|0| button 2 pressed, decimal value of 2
e.g. |  0| 0| 0| 0|1|0|0|0| button 4 pressed, decimal value of 8
e.g. |  0| 0| 0| 0|0|1|1|0| button 2 & 3 pressed, decimal value of 6,(2+4)
e.g. |  0| 0| 0| 0|1|0|0|1| button 1 & 4 pressed, decimal value of 9,(1+8)
e.g. |  0| 0| 1| 0|1|0|0|1| button 1,4 & 6 pressed, decimal value of 41,(1+8+32)
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The Logitec Controller

Logitec gamepad controller showing RobotC button numbering
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Appendix

ASCII Code Table

  ASCii  codes    ASCii  codes   Source:  www.theasciicode.com.ar

Code Symbol Descrip9on Code Symbol Descrip9on

0 NULL (Null  character) 65 A (Capital  A)

1 SOH (Start  of  Header) 66 B (Capital  B)

2 STX (Start  of  Text) 67 C (Capital  C)

3 ETX (End  of  Text) 68 D (Capital  D)

4 EOT (End  of  Transmission) 69 E (Capital  E)

5 ENQ (Enquiry) 70 F (Capital  F)

6 ACK (Acknowledgement) 71 G (Capital  G)

7 BEL (Bell) 72 H (Capital  H)

8 BS (Backspace) 73 I (Capital  I)

9 HT (Horizontal  Tab) 74 J (Capital  J)

10 LF (Line  feed) 75 K (Capital  K)

11 VT (Ver9cal  Tab) 76 L (Capital  L)

12 FF (Form  feed) 77 M (Capital  M)

13 CR (Carriage  return) 78 N (Capital  N)

14 SO (Shi[  Out) 79 O (Capital  O)

15 SI (Shi[  In) 80 P (Capital  P)

16 DLE (Data  link  escape) 81 Q (Capital  Q)

17 DC1 (Device  control  1) 82 R (Capital  R)

18 DC2 (Device  control  2) 83 S (Capital  S)

19 DC3 (Device  control  3) 84 T (Capital  T)

20 DC4 (Device  control  4) 85 U (Capital  U)

21 NAK (Nega9ve  acknowledgement) 86 V (Capital  V)

22 SYN (Synchronous  idle) 87 W (Capital  W)

23 ETB (End  of  transmission  block) 88 X (Capital  X)

24 CAN (Cancel) 89 Y (Capital  Y)

25 EM (End  of  medium) 90 Z (Capital  Z)

26 SUB (Subs9tute) 91 [ (square  brackets  or  box  brackets)

27 ESC (Escape) 92 \ (Backslash)

28 FS (File  separator) 93 ] (square  brackets  or  box  brackets)

29 GS (Group  separator) 94 ^ (Caret  or  circumflex  accent)

30 RS (Record  separator) 95 _ (underscore  ,  under-‐strike  ,  under-‐bar  or  low  line)

31 US (Unit  separator) 96 ` (Grave  accent)

97 a (Lowercase    a  )

32    (Space) 98 b (Lowercase    b  )

33 ! (Exclama9on  mark) 99 c (Lowercase    c  )
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34 " (Quota9on  mark  ;  quotes) 100 d (Lowercase    d  )

35 # (Number  sign) 101 e (Lowercase    e  )

36 $ (Dollar  sign) 102 f (Lowercase    f  )

37 % (Percent  sign) 103 g (Lowercase    g  )

38 & (Ampersand) 104 h (Lowercase    h  )

39 ' (Apostrophe) 105 i (Lowercase    i  )

40 ( (round  brackets  or  parentheses) 106 j (Lowercase    j  )

41 ) (round  brackets  or  parentheses) 107 k (Lowercase    k  )

42 * (Asterisk) 108 l (Lowercase    l  )

43 + (Plus  sign) 109 m (Lowercase    m  )

44 , (Comma) 110 n (Lowercase    n  )

45 -‐ (Hyphen) 111 o (Lowercase    o  )

46 . (Dot  ,  full  stop) 112 p (Lowercase    p  )

47 / (Slash) 113 q (Lowercase    q  )

48 0 (number  zero) 114 r (Lowercase    r  )

49 1 (number  one) 115 s (Lowercase    s  )

50 2 (number  two) 116 t (Lowercase    t  )

51 3 (number  three) 117 u (Lowercase    u  )

52 4 (number  four) 118 v (Lowercase    v  )

53 5 (number  five) 119 w (Lowercase    w  )

54 6 (number  six) 120 x (Lowercase    x  )

55 7 (number  seven) 121 y (Lowercase    y  )

56 8 (number  eight) 122 z (Lowercase    z  )

57 9 (number  nine) 123 { (curly  brackets  or  braces)

58 : (Colon) 124 | (ver9cal-‐bar,  vbar,  ver9cal  line  or  ver9cal  slash)

59 ; (Semicolon) 125 } (curly  brackets  or  braces)

60 < (Less-‐than  sign) 126 ~ (Tilde  ;  swung  dash)

61 = (Equals  sign) 127 DEL (Delete)

62 > (Greater-‐than  sign  ;  Inequality)  

63 ? (Ques9on  mark)

64 @ (At  sign)
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Added; cover-page, forward, disclaimers, table of contents, #define, #include, logical 
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section
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